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RÉSUMÉ

Un dépôt étendu s'est formé sur les plaques support brochées des générateurs de vapeur de la centrale nucléaire
(CN) Bruce A, lequel a obligé de réduire la puissance de cette tranche en mars 1988. En outre, on a constaté un
dépôt sur les plaques support brochées inférieures des générateurs de vapeur des centrales nucléaires Pickering B
et de Pointe Lepreau.

On sait que la composition chimique de l'eau et les conditions de service favorisent directement l'encrassement.
Nous soupçonnons que les régimes d'écoulement jouent également un rôle, que la forme et la dimension des
éléments de générateurs de vapeur (GV) influent sur ces régimes et, qu'en particulier, la conception de la plaque
brochée crée activement un milieu favorable au dépôt.

Des essais sont en cours pour examiner les régimes d'écoulement à proximité de divers supports de tubes : la
plaque broché, deux types de barres support et les barres formées de GV. On a effectué les essais préliminaires
en boucle d'air et eau à maquettes de GV à 1/2 tube et 7 tubes comportant les supports de tubes.

On a visualisé les régimes d'écoulement à l'aide de bulles d'air injectées. On a mesuré les vitesses et niveaux de
turbulence locale par une technique au laser; les résultats ont confirmé les observations de recirculation et
stagnation d'écoulement. On a mesuré les profils de pression pour déterminer les coefficients globaux de
résistance et identifier les valeurs extrêmes de pression locale. En outre, on a effectué quelques essais de
visualisation sur une plaque brochée encrassée artificiellement.

Sur la base des résultats obtenus jusqu'ici, on suppose que plusieurs mécanismes de dépôt se produisent : le
dépôt de particules dans les régions stagnantes, le dépôt de matières solubles dû à l'évaporation instantanée dans
les régions de faible pression et le dépôt dans de plus petits canaux d'écoulement dû à la migration de la vapeur
vers de plus grands canaux d'écoulement. L'évaluation qualitative des conceptions de supports de tubes basées
sur ces mécanismes laisse supposer que la résistance relative à l'encrassement est la suivante :

(Résistance la plus mauvaise) plaque brochée; (résistance moyenne) barres support; (résistance la meilleure)
barres formées.

Du fait que la simulation en boucle d'air et eau ne montre que les régimes d'écoulement hydraulique, on
effectuera d'autres essais en boucle simple de fréon sous forme de liquide/vapeur pour examiner les effets
thermiques.
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ABSTRACT

Extensive blockage of broached support plates in steam generators has occurred
at the Bruce A Nuclear Generating Station (NGS), forcing unit derating in 1088
March. Blockage has also been found on the lower broached plates of the
Pickering B and Point Lepreau NGSs.

Water chemistry and operating conditions are known to influence fouling
directly. We suspect that flow patterns also play a role, that these patterns
are influenced by the geometry of steam generator (SG) components, and that
particularly the broached plate design actively creates an environment
favorable to deposition.

Experiments are in progress to examine the flow patterns near various tube
supports: the broached plate, two types of lattice bars, and the formed bars.
Preliminary tests in an air/water loop with 1/2- and 7-tube SG mockups
containing the tube supports have been completed.

Flow patterns were visualized using injected air bubbles. Local velocities and
turbulence levels were measured using a laser technique, which confirmed
observations of flow recirculation and stagnation. Axial pressure profiles
were measured to determine overall resistance coefficients, and to identify
local pressure extremes. Some visualization tests were also carried out on an
artificially fouled broached plate.

Based on results to date, several deposition mechanisms are proposed:
deposition of particles in stagnant regions, deposition of solubles due to
flashing in low-pressure regions, and deposition in smaller channels due to
steam migration toward larger channels. A qualitative assessment of the tube
support designs based on these mechanisms implies that the relative
resistances to fouling are:

(WORST) broach plate « lattice bars « formed bars (BEST).

As the air/water simulation shows only hydraulic flow patterns, further tests
will be done in a simple liquid/vapor Freon loop to examine thermal effects.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Oscillations in steam generator downcomer flow at the Bruce A Nuclear
Generating Station (NGS), which were interpreted as level oscillations by the
wide-range level instrumentation, forced the derating of the affected unit in
1988 March [1]. During a shutdown later that year, the upper two broached
support plates in the steam generator (SG) were inspected and were found to be
about 80% blocked. The plates were partially cleaned using water lancing, and
the unit was put back in service. Blockage has also been found on the lower
broached plates of the Pickering B and Point Lepreau NGSs.

The blockage (Figure 1) was caused by the long-term buildup of corrosion
products transported into the SG from the balance of plant. The fact that
fouling was the limiting factor in the SG operation was unexpected, because
the broached plates had been designed primarily to discourage fretting and
wear from flow-induced vibration. The design was thought to be resistant also
to fouling, because flow would accelerate through the broach holes, thereby
preventing deposits from forming in the holes.

Water chemistry and operating conditions are known to influence fouling
directly. We suspect that flow patterns also play a role, that these patterns
are influenced by the geometry of SG components, and that particularly the
broached plate design actively creates an environment favorable to deposition.

Canadian SGs have had the enviable reputation of very low rates of tube
failures, due mostly to relatively low operating pressures and temperatures.
However, the latest units operate with conditions closer to those of PWRs, and
require a more fouling-resistant design if costly cleaning or premature
replacements are to be avoided. This paper describes work directed at
understanding how flow patterns caused by the tube support geometry may
influence fouling.

2. TEST DESCRIPTION

An experimental program was started in 1991 at AECL's Chalk River Laboratories
to study flow patterns near tube supports. Tests were carried out in an
air/water loop with 1/2- and 7-tube SG mockups containing the tube supports.
Dimensions were scaled up for better observation and to accommodate
instruments. The flow area ratio between the free span (tubes only) and
support regions remained representative of the SG.

Four types of tube supports were tested (Figure 2): the broached plate,
Pickering A-type lattice bars, Darlington-type lattice bars, and Wolsung-1
formed bars. The scaling factor for each mockup was determined by comparing
the test section tube pitch with the appropriate SG tube pitch. The
Darlington mockup represented the high-bar to high-bar intersection region,
which was considered to be a "worst-case".

The tests were conducted at ambient temperature and pressure in a pumped water
loop (Figure 3). Air introduced into the test section for visualization
purposes was broken up into bubbles by a screen. Superficial liquid



velocities representing the lower region of the SG (0.5 to 1.5 m/s) were used.
The test conditions gave Reynolds numbers that were low by a factor of about 9
compared with the actual SG, which implied that only the more dramatic flow
patterns would be observed; smaller effects would be dampened in the lov̂ r
temperature, higher viscosity test fluid.

No attempt was made to ensure that the air flow rates gave void fractions
representative of steam void, because of the vastly differing properties of
low-pressure air and high-pressure steam. Instead, air was used primarily as
a flow visualization tool.

3. FLOW VISUALIZATION

Flow visualization was carried out with bubbly air/water flow. Other
techniques, such as dye injection, entrained particles, or hydrogen bubble
generation, were unsuccessful, because they either were better suited to low
(laminar) flow rather than the turbulent flow found in SGs, or did not
photograph well.

3.1 Clean Tube Supports

Figures 4a to 4d show pictures of each (clean) tube support and its
characteristic air/water flow patterns.

In general, flow upstream of the supports was uniform, except for "necking" of
the flow within a few centimeters of the support. This necking was less
obvious with the bar-type supports than with the broached plate, which causes
a sharp and relatively large contraction in flow area.

Downstream flow patterns were influenced to a greater extent by the supports.
The broached plate (Figure 4a) caused dramatic flow recirculation, with eddies
extending 5 to 10 cm past the plate; air bubbles tended to become trapped in
these eddies. The Darlington bars (Figure 4b) caused slight recirculation
over the high-bar intersection; the low-bar arrangement caused visible flow
redirection, to the extent that the air films wrapped around the bars and
stable air pockets formed over the tops (indicating stagnant regions). The
Pickering lattice bars (Figure 4c) also featured recirculation or air
stagnation above the bars, but to a lesser extent. Flow patterns with the
Wolsung formed bars (Figure 4d) were very uniform, with thin, stable air
pockets over the top of the bars.

As expected, the wake past sudden flow area expansions was characterized by
backwash and recirculation close to downstream surfaces. With smaller flow
expansions (past thin bars), the wake region was too small to allow
recirculation, and small stagnant regions were created instead.



3.2 Blocked Broached Plate

To examine the effect of blockage on flow patterns, the holes on one side of
the broached plate mockup were covered on the downstream side with putty.
With this partial blockage, the air/water flow was fast and jet-like on the
clean side, and slow and recirculating on the blocked side. As expected, the
flow preferred the path of least resistance. The clean side was richer in
air, in accordance with the known tendency of void to migrate toward more open
channels [2].

3.3 Metallic Flakes

A flow visualization technique was tried in which small, easily suspended
metallic flakes were introduced into the test loop. As a technique it was
unsuccessful, because the flakes were difficult to track, but an unexpected
observation was made: the flakes tended to collect on the upstream lands of
the broached plate, where flow branched into adjacent broach holes (Figure 5).
They accumulated to a point of equilibrium volume, which depended on the flow
rate, beyond which additional flakes were sheared off by the flow. No
accumulation was found downstream, possibly because flow recirculation swept
the plate clean. The flakes were held by dynamic forces: as soon as the flow
was stopped, the flakes fell to the bottom of the test section.

None of the bar designs showed accumulation to the same degree as the broached
plate. With the bars, instead of being trapped on horizontal surfaces, flakes
became wedged in the vertical crevice between a tube and tube support bar.

4. PRESSURE LOSS

Total pressure loss across each tube support was measured to obtain an overall
resistance coefficient (K-factor), which indicates flow hindrance. The axial
pressure profiles were also measured, to find regions of local pressure
extremes. Both types of measurements were taken using a thin hollow sliding
probe with a static pressure tap near one end, which could be inserted through
the tube support and pulled back at measured distances.

Figures 6a to 6d show the axial pressure profiles (normalized to the
downstream pressure) at 1.24 m/s flow velocity for the four supports. Overall
K-factors were determined from the difference between the upstream and
downstream pressure plateaus and calculated using:

K = 2 AP
p v2

where AP is measured pressure difference (Pa),
p is fluid density (kg/m3), and
v is fluid velocity based on free span area (m/s).



The profiles indicate that the broached plate causes the greatest flow
hindrance (K=6.1), followed by the Darlington "worst-case" mockup (K=4.2) and
the Pickering lattice bars (K=2.3). The Wolsung bars cause relatively low
hindrance (K=1.2). These results are consistent with the visually observed
flow patterns.

The broached plate pressure profile shows a minimum just at the broach hole
inlet, which corresponds to the location of the greatest expected flow
contraction. A partial pressure recovery occurs relatively slowly as flow
regains its uniformity well past the support. The Darlington pressure profile
shows two sharp pressure drops, corresponding to the sudden contraction at the
first (lower) and second (upper) low bars. Pressure recovery past this
support is also relatively slow. The Pickering profile also indicates where
flow contractions occur within the support. The Wolsung pressure profile
features a small drop at the support entrance, a further slight decrease due
to fractional loss along the support, and then a quick partial recovery past
the support.

In the actual SG, such sudden decreases in pressure would cause flashing of
vapour from a saturated liquid. However, these pressure dips are very small
in magnitude compared with an absolute SG operating pressure of 4 MPa.

5. LOCAL VELOCITY AND TURBULENCE

To quantify the flow patterns near the tube supports, laser doppler anemometry
(LDA) was used to generate maps of single-phase local velocity and turbulence
intensity. The laser beams from the LDA probe were directed from outside the
test section through the flat transparent walls into the fluid. Measurements
were taken at the small (1x1x3 mm) focal region of the two beams.

Velocity maps for the broached plate (Figure 7) were obtained with the 1/2-
tube test section. Vectors representing the most dominant flow direction were
determined by rotating the LDA probe. This figure clearly shows regions of
low flow and jetting in the wake.

Maps for the Darlington, Pickering, and Wolsung supports (Figures 8, 9, and
10) were obtained with the 7-tube test section. Probe rotation was not
attempted, due to the 3-D nature of the flow in the regions of interest; the
maps therefore only show the axial components. Low velocity together with
high turbulence intensity indicates a significant cross-flow component. High
velocity coupled with low turbulence intensity indicates strong axial flow.

Axial flow upstream of the supports appears to be relatively uniform, although
the effect of the Darlington bars is already evident several centimeters
upstream. Downstream, the effects are felt well past the supports, more so
for the high-hindrance support (Darlington) than for the low-hindrance one
(Wolsung). These maps correlate well with visual observation of flow
uniformity and turbulence.



6. DISCUSSION

Based on results of these hydraulic flow pattern tests, the following
mechanisms of deposition and fouling are proposed.

6.1 Deposition of Particles

Zones of observed flow recirculation and stagnation downstream of the support
may cause solid particles entrained in the flow to become trapped or settle
out on horizontal surfaces. These zones are typically outside the mainstream
flow and feature lower velocities. On the upstream side, particles are likely
to be held against land regions by dynamic forces, and then may detach if flow
is reduced or stopped.

Blockage of tube supports may be described as auto-catalytic: if deposits
begin encroaching into flow channels, flow recirculation and stagnation are
enhanced, promoting further deposition. Also, as shown in the "fouled"
broached plate tests, steam may migrate away from partially blocked holes,
leaving behind liquid that is richer in particulates to compound the local
blockage problem.

Vertical crevices, such as those formed by the line of contact between the
tube and tube support bar, are low-velocity zones, because they form part of
the mainstream flow boundary layer. They may fill up with solid particles,
but to a certain level after which shear forces prevent further deposition.

6.2 Deposition of Solubles

Flashing of vapour from a saturated liquid was not observed directly in our
hydraulic tests, because the liquid was highly subcooled. However, measured
pressure profiles show minima where flashing would occur in the SG, causing
solubles to precipitate out of solution and possibly deposit on nearby
surfaces. While the relatively tiny pressure dips do not warrant a large
deposition rate, small amounts of solubles, such as iron or copper, that
precipitate onto existing deposits could help to "cement" those particles
together. Thus, flashing provides a mechanism for consolidating deposits on
surfaces where no heat transfer occurs.

6.3 Implications for Fouling

Tube support designs prone to fouling from a hydraulic viewpoint appear to
have certain characteristics:

Flow resistance: if the support presents a large obstruction to the flow
(through sudden contractions, sharp edges, high friction loss, flow
redirection, or sudden expansion), pressure losses will promote vapour
flashing, which may cause solubles to precipitate onto the support.



Particle trapping upstream: if the support has large land regions normal to
the upstream flow, dynamic forces may trap particles on the under-side of the
support.

particle deposition downstream: if the support has a sudden and large
downstream flow expansion, flow recirculation occurs, which may cause
particles to deposit on the top-side of the support.

Variation in subchannel size: if subchannels in the support vary greatly in
size, preferential migration of steam toward larger channels may cause
accelerated blockage of smaller ones.

The following table presents a very qualitative assessment of each tube
support design based on the flow pattern tests to date. For the Darlington
lattice bars, a distinction is made between the high bar and the low bar
regions. No attempt was made to weight the criteria according to relative
importance, because this is still unclear. Factors such as flow-induced
vibration, cost, and ease of assembly have not been included in the
assessment.

X=bad broached Darlington Pickering A Wolsung-I
O=o.k. plate lattice lattice formed
/=good high low

flow resistance X X / 0 /

particle trapping upstream X 0 / / /

particle deposition downstream X 0 / / /

variation in subchannel size / X / X 0

NET ASSESSMENT XX // // ///

The assessment implies that the relative resistances to fouling are:

(WORST) broached plate « lattice bars « formed bars (BEST).

7. FURTHER WORK

An air/water loop at ambient temperatures can only show flow patterns caused
by hydraulic effects; tests in a vaporizing environment are therefore needed •
to study thermal effects such as boiling and flashing. These tests will allow
us to refine our mechanisms of tube support fouling due to thermalhydraulic
effects. A simple Freon loop has been assembled for testing of tube supports



in 1994/95. Fréons offer liquid/vapour density ratios close to that of
steam/water at 4 MPa pressure when the Freon is used at close-to-ambient
conditions.

In parallel with experiments, analytical work is in progress to develop a
quantitative tool describing the fouling propensity of a given tube support
under given conditions.
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(a) partially fouled (Plate 5) (b) heavily fouled (Plate 6)

Figure 1: Fouled broached plates (Bruce A, Unit 2, Boiler 3) [3]

Figure 2: Mockups of the tube supports tested in loop

(a) LOWER RIGHT: Broached plate (scale-up factor 1.5)
(b) LOWER LEFT: Pickering A lattice bars (factor 1.6)
(c) UPPER LEFT: Darlington lattice bars (factor 1.3)
(d) UPPER RIGHT: Wolsung-1 formed bars (factor 1.5)
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[...continued on next page]

Figure 4: Observed flow patterns from air bubble visualization
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Figure 5: Observed deposits of flakes on broached plate
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[...continued on next page]

Figure 6: Axial pressure profiles along tube supports
(a) Bruce broached plate
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